The Grandeur of an Earlier Age
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“A Grand Mercer Christmas,” November 30 and December 1, 2012, featuring musicians from the McDuffie Center for Strings, the Mercer Singers, and soloists Robert McDuffie and
Amy Schwartz Moretti. The concerts were recorded and broadcast on Georgia Public Broadcasting and PBS stations across the country in 2013 and for many years thereafter.
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“We are too prone to tear down old buildings just because they are old instead of trying to preserve some of the grandeur of an earlier age.”
— H.K. Burns, letter to the editor of The Macon News, March 17, 1969
“It is a matter of either saving The Grand at a relatively small cost, or sooner or later, we would spend a considerable amount to build something not as good.”
— James Sheehan, Vice President of Citizens & Southern National Bank, The Macon News, March 25, 1969
“Only when the decision to raze the building was made did we stir ourselves to save it.”
— Val Sheridan on opening night, Monday, April 6, 1970
The preservation of history is a slippery affair. At key moments in our
lives we keep everything and treat it like priceless treasure that needs no
annotation because its value is obvious: The story tells itself. But once its
newness has worn off and life hurries forward, that treasure slowly drifts
to some remote corner, not quite out of mind, but also no longer front and
center. The story dims, and slips away.

— the recent past — were relegated to the musty confines of The Grand’s
basement. As the years rolled by, the heroes of 1969 slowly bowed out.
Generations of staff cycled through, each more removed from The Grand’s
history than the one before. Damp settled into yellowed newsprint. The
easily-recognized faces in the old photos receded into anonymity. Even the
legions of talent that passed through the doors passed in relevance, as
death and changing public tastes accelerated that passing.

So it has been with the history of The Grand Opera House, a venue born
in an earlier iteration in 1884 as the Academy of Music, torn down and
made bigger and better as The Grand Theatre in 1905, known as the town’s
premier venue through the 1920s, later in slow but steady decline as an
aging downtown movie house before closing, seemingly for good, in 1966.

Now, much like then, it took the threat of demolition to stir the custodians
of The Grand’s depository of memories into saving it. Thanks to the twin
efforts of Mercer University, which in 1995 stepped in to bring much-needed
management and resources to the old theatre, and the joint Macon-Bibb
County government, which sponsored as part of its 2016 Special Purpose
Local Option Sales Tax ballot initiative a $5 million allocation for building
improvements, The Grand’s old basement has become offices as well as
raw space that later may become studios and classrooms. But that has
meant unearthing the mountains of materials indifferently piled there over
the years … including so much of its history. Including so many stories that
deserve to be told.

A lifeline was thrown out in 1967, when a group of concerned citizens
halted plans to demolish the building for yet another surface parking lot,
growing in 1969 into one of the most colorful theatre-rescue campaigns
ever mounted, and culminating with a triumphant reopening on April 6,
1970. Against all odds and occasional public resistance, the hall came back
as The Grand Opera House to extraordinary fanfare, national news and live
TV coverage, and audiences dressed in their most precious finery. Surfaces
gleamed and chandeliers sparkled. Celebrities came and were properly
awed. Scrapbooks overflowed with clippings; letters and fan notes bulged
from office shelves.

That then is the purpose of this slender volume: To put the past into order,
preserve what we can while some of that past still lives among us, and
offer it back to the citizens of Macon and Middle Georgia as an important
part of our collective history. The Grand Opera House is all of Macon —
good, bad, and indifferent — in one city block, over thirteen decades of
time. It’s a story we want everyone to know. It’s a darn good yarn.

Then time passed. Surfaces dulled. Audiences turned over. Cracks appeared.
And the scrapbooks, now relics of that most vulnerable of time periods
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The story of American opera houses is the story of towns that decided
to become cities. It’s a distinct movement confined to a fixed bracket of
time, from the end of the Civil War to the launch of phantasmagoric movie
palaces in the early 1920s. In this sixty-year span, not only did so many
mining camps, mill towns, and mercantile crossroads make the leap from
scrappy beginnings to a determined permanence, but so did the nation,
fulfilling its self-declared manifest destiny across both the American
West and internationally as a global power, seemingly overflowing with
bottomless resources.

thousand years earlier, theatre folks were assumed to (and regularly did)
bring a “lower element” in their wake: prostitutes, con men, pickpockets.
Macon’s third theatre, opened in 1838, brought heated opposition from
the churchgoers in town when its operator had the effrontery to open
a palace of questionable merit in what had only recently been a house
of worship.1
But the demand for entertainment drowned out the cries over lost decency
and morals, to the point where The Macon Telegraph in 1873 felt compelled
to bemoan that on a recent night a larger number of local Christians
attended a burlesque show in one theatre than a sermon by a blind
preacher in another.

A key part of this declaration of “We have arrived” was very often the
establishment of a permanent hall for cultural events. Gone would be the
tent shows and dance halls, or at least they’d be tempered with a place for
legitimate “art,” where for a few precious hours locals could dress up and
sample what the “swells” experienced night after night in metropolitan
centers like New York and San Francisco. Sometimes these were made as
gifts to the community from its leading commercial benefactor, such as a
banker, and included within a larger edifice containing that benefactor’s
business — both a form of vanity marketing and a brand on the town,
forever linking one name to the other. These buildings featured highbrow
monikers intended to set them apart: Music Hall, or Opera House. Or at
first in Macon’s case, Academy of Music.

The Macon Concert Hall was built in 1850 and upped the cultural stakes by
featuring lecturers like William Makepeace Thackeray when it wasn’t also
promoting road shows. Ralston Hall opened in 1857 but almost immediately
remodeled in 1858 to reach a seating capacity of 1,200 and become “one of
the finest and most commodious halls in the state.” It was destroyed by
fire in 1886, an occupational hazard of the business, as gaslight was the
means by which performances were seen.2
By then, Macon had already established what would be the pinnacle of its
cultural-venue life: The Academy of Music, in 1884. Built by a cadre of local
businessmen, the venue featured a magnificent rose window straight out
of a medieval church, and its opening night was the event of of the season.
However, it was (according to one source) largely attended by women
and children, as the men of the town were more likely to be at the “leg
show” going on at Ralston Hall, where “the costuming was gorgeous but
not plentiful.”

Thanks to being largely bypassed by the Union soldiers in 1864, the young
city of Macon was able to bounce back quickly from the Civil War and
thrive as a near-ideally suited commercial port and textile town. As early
as 1832, only nine years after the town was chartered, Macon had its
first showplace. The plainly named Macon Theatre presented attractions
that came via the railroad. Back in those times, as was true more than a

1 It was a case of the contractors for a new, larger Baptist church, who also were brothers to the theatre promoter, taking the older church as partial payment for the
new construction and, as we would say in modern parlance, “repurposing it.”
2 Fire was also an occupational opportunity for many theatres that could no longer make a go of it. The 1889 Wheeler Opera House in Aspen, Colorado, went into a steep
financial decline after the value of silver crashed in 1893. In 1912, an astute night watchman caught a small blaze just in time to rally firemen, who saved the building.
Nine nights later, another fire broke out and this one destroyed the theatre. It had been set in three different places. Someone wasn’t taking chances a second time.
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Thus was launched for a few brief years an intense rivalry between
these two bastions of culture and community tastes. The Academy
would have Sarah Bernhardt; the Ralston would have Oscar Wilde (both
were considered equally scandalous attractions). The Academy would

feature a production of Puccini’s Tosca; The Ralston would match
it with Joseph Jefferson as Rip Van Winkle. But after the Ralston’s
demise by fire in 1886 the Academy of Music had the field to itself.
Now, could it survive?

Archivists hired in 2018 to research and document The Grand’s historic assets uncovered this extremely
rare rendering of the inside of the Academy Of Music, printed in the Atlanta Constitution on June 21,
1898. Notice that fans suspended from the ceiling appear to offer the only air comfort control.
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From The Telegraph and Messenger,
Tuesday, September 23, 1884:
____________
The Academy of Music was opened to the public
for the first time last night.
The architecture of the building was shown off to its
best advantage, as the electric lamps on the court
house threw their light in such a position as to place
it against the dark background of the sky beyond.
Then the frontage with its stained glass windows,
reflecting in myriad colors the bright light within,
gave the edifice a beauty that evoked admiration.
The people were proud of the Academy. It had
proven, after so long a building, something to
be proud of. The directors were out in full force,
and to the verdict of the people they added their
nota bene in unanimous approval throughout. Mr.
J.F. Hanson, of the directory and of the Building
Committee, when asked about it expressed his
delight at the perfection to which the building
had been brought, the acoustic properties, the
stage and its appointments and in fact the entire
structure, exterior and interior, and said, “and it
is to the skill, taste and fidelity of Mr. Blair, the
architect; the workmanship of Mr. Smith, the
superintendent, and to Mr. S. R. Jaques, whose
hard work, unceasing watchfulness and judicious
management of the finances that the public is
indebted for the beautiful building.”
That Mr. Hanson is right is evidenced in the close
watch put upon every detail of the Academy

during its slow process of erection by Mr. Jaques.
His most excellent taste is displayed in the
handsome scenery, in the drop curtain, and the
general scenic effect of the interior.
As may be supposed the opening night of so
beautiful a temple was looked forward to with
anxiety by a directory that had in view a place
where the people could enjoy music and see the
mirror held up to nature.
Is the building safe? Are the acoustic properties
good? Is the lighting sufficient? and numerous
other questions arose. They had only to wait and
see and let the opening night make answers. The
directors were the prisoners while the people sat
as judges. Let it be recorded that the people were
pleased, delighted, charmed, and gave judgment
accordingly.
At 7 o’clock the doors were thrown open. Eighteen
months before the people passed along and noted
the open space, little dreaming that in the near
future that open space would be adorned with the
handsomest theater in the South.
The doors were thrown open and at the gateway in
the foyer stood Mr. Peter Solomon, who gathered
in the pasteboards with the air of a professional.
The people as they passed through the foyer into
the doors were met by the ushers in evening suits
and piloted to their seats.
At 8 o’clock Mr. Deming, the stage machinist,
turned on the gas, and from a thousand jets
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flashed the light, reflecting the gilding on wall,
gallery rail and columns.
At 8:20 the tinkle of a bell was heard, and up went
the curtain, presenting to view an admirably set
stage. The setting was a parlor scene, to which
was lent by Mr. A. L. Wood a parlor suite that gave
it an additional charm and elegance.
As the curtain went up Mr. J. F. Hanson stepped
upon the stage, and in a few appropriate words,
formally dedicated the Academy to the public as a
temple of amusement and instruction.
THE PROGRAMME
The selections for the programme were made by
Mr. Arthur L. Wood, who had the entire direction
of the concert.
The opening selection on the programme was the
grand overture to “Caliph of Bagdad,” rendered
most superbly by Wurm’s Orchestra, composed of
the following gentlemen, each one an artist in his
particular role, viz: Prof. Albert Wurm, director;
Mr. Charles Cohen, first violin; Mr. William Clark,
second violin; Mr. Adolph Wurm, viola; Mr. Bischoff,
violoncello; Mr. Fred Weidenmeyer, clarionet; Mr.
Jake Schane, flute; Mr. Charles Wurm, first cornet;
Mr. Eberhart, second cornet; Mr. Theo. Wurm,
trombone; and Mr. J. B. Ford, double bass.
The piano solo from “La Traviata,” rendered by our
marvelous blind pianist, Mr. Charles Asten, was
indeed a masterly production, and was well received.

Mr. Julian Price was in fine voice, and his rich,
melodious baritone brought out all the beauty of
choice composition allotted to him, “Thy Sentinel
Am I.” In response to an encore he sang “Life on a
Man-of-War” in fine style.

veritable old gobbler, had he been present, would
have been compelled to give it up.

designs. On the second page were the names of the
Academy of Music directory, as follows:

The piano solo, Polonaise, by Chopin, found a
masterly interpreter in Mrs. B. C. Smith.

The vocal gem, “Thine Alone,” duet, by Mrs. Wells
and Miss Hardeman, was faultlessly rendered,
and brought forth the most rapturous applause.
These ladies were twice called before the curtain
before the ovation ceased.

The rare beauty and wonderful power and
richness of Miss Hardeman’s voice were fully
brought out in her rendition of the “Romanza
Lucrezia.” The audience was enraptured, and
gave Miss H. a second ovation. In response to an
encore this lady sang “Spring has Come at Last,”
in a most bewitching manner.

J.M. Johnson, president; J.S. Baxter, vicepresident; S.T. Coleman, S. Waxelbaum, S.R.
Jaques, J.F. Hanson, W.B. Johnson, M. Nussman,
Virgil Powers, H. Horne, manager and treasurer.

Mendelssohn’s “Zuleika No. 1,” a touching
love ballad, was admirably rendered by Miss
Carrie Tarver, and she must have felt highly
complimented by the plaudits she received.
The cornet solo, “Sounds from the Alps,” rendered
by Professor Guttenberger, accom-panied by
Professor Wood on the piano, was well received.
During the intermission, the “Plantation Scenes”
were given by Wurm’s Orchestra, introducing “Sing
Song Kitty,” “Massa’s in the Cold, Cold Ground,” “Away
Down Upon the Suwannee River,” which floated
us back over the happy past on waves of delicious
melody. At its conclusion the audience fairly stormed
the beautiful building, and the orchestra responded
to the encore by rendering a second medley selection
hardly less beautiful and enchanting.
The selections from Mascotte rendered by the
orchestra in the second part of the programme,
were charming. Mr. Weidemeyer, with this
clarionette, gave the gobble so perfectly that the

Ushers — Charles Matthews, Charles Boifeuillet,
Harry Chichester and Edward Brantly.

Messrs. Price and Wood in the vocal duet,
“Liberty,” accompanied by Mrs. Wells on the
piano, added new laurels to their crown.
Pinsutti’s “Don’t Forget Me” was impressively
and beautifully rendered by Mrs. Wells, who,
in response to an encore, sang a talking comic
ballad, “Sweetheart, I love you so.”
The programme concluded with the rendition of
the waltz “Spring Flowers” by Wurm’s Orchestra,
after which the magnificent scenery was exhibited
in a variety of choice settings, displaying its rare
beauty and appropriateness in garden, forest,
street, house, prison and other scenes.
The management of the Academy is in the hands of
Mr. Henry Horne, who proves himself competent
to the task. His programmes were gems and
were intended as souvenirs of the opening night.
The title pages were steel engravings of various
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Miss Gladys Schofield (center), with (l to r:)Eugene
Harris Jr., William Wood, and Clifton Hessleberg
(brother of actor Melvyn Douglas) in “Goodie TwoShoes,” an early amateur production.
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It took less than twenty years for the Academy of Music to become
obsolete. Sadly, that wasn’t unusual in the world of Macon theaters. In its
last presenting season of 1902, the Academy featured shows that pushed
the limits of its small stagehouse and audience chamber, and in August of
that year the Academy’s stockholders met to finalize plans to modernize
the entire footprint of the building. Ultimately, they modernized in the
extreme: All of the old Academy building, including the beautiful Gothic
front façade with the rose window so ardently described on opening night
1884, was demolished, and a seven-story metropolitan-style office tower
was constructed with a larger theater incorporated behind it.

And so the greatly expanded footprint of the 1904-05 Grand Opera House
was constructed for the next generation of theatre patrons, with an actual
lobby, modern rest rooms (for the times), and some approximation of
climate control introduced to the audience chamber. Four storefronts were
located left and right of the new entrance, to provide desired customer
services (such as tobacco). The new theater had a total seating capacity of
2,400, and the stage was 80 feet wide and 60 feet deep, the largest in the
South and one of the largest in the country at the time.
The project was guided by architect W.R. Gunn, who built more than 100 other
theatres in the United States, and who boldly stated “I am the only theatrical
architect and practical builder in the U.S. of A. who will guarantee the line of
sight and acoustics when the entire control of the auditorium and stage is
under my supervision, and will forfeit $1,000 when my construction proves a
failure in either case.” According to legend, Mr. Gunn always kept his money.

Recent sleuthing through old Sanborn Insurance maps, which are the
source for comprehensive downtown-grid building maps from the 19th and
early 20th centuries, and state newspaper archives revealed that previous
assumptions about the transformation between Academy and Opera House
have been incorrect. For over fifty years, it was assumed that the footprint
and interior of the Grand Opera House were largely unchanged from the
1884 building, with just the office tower along Mulberry Street added in
1904-05. But a simple overlay between before and after maps (using the
original Bibb County Courthouse as an anchor) shows that everything
except a portion of the southern wall of the Academy was torn down, and
that only visible at the basement level.

It’s an important declaration, because the stage had always been a
distinguishing point of pride for the Academy of Music, and now The Grand
Opera House, as each was built specifically for the male human voice to
use the entire audience chamber as a resonator and amplifier. The Grand
was, and is still, a treasured acoustic space.
And the stage itself was immediately the stuff of legend. An old Grand
theatre hand from its opening told a reporter in 1959 about how the
theatrical extravaganza “Ben Hur” became one of the new venue’s opening
shows. As if to emphasize the difference between 1884 and 1905, the
spectacle of “Ben Hur” required a stage capable of handling treadmills for
a live chariot race — with horses! — as well as other unique alterations, so
much so that the New York production sent an advance team to Macon to
observe the stage’s construction and ensure it could fulfill those needs. In
fact, the show was so intentionally behemoth that very few stages in the
entire nation would be able to handle it. But The Grand could, and did.

The maps also tell a different story of the Academy of Music than we’d
ever known before: Not only was the entire envelope of the building
smaller, but it also featured a horseshoe balcony at its second floor,
and an equal-sized Jim Crow balcony at its third. Horseshoe balconies
were common in this period, much more than even box seats (which did
not exist in the Academy). Air circulation was done by a team of ceiling
fans. The stagehouse, while being deep compared to many Victorian
opera houses, was still quite small for performance needs, and the
orchestra pit was just big enough for an upright piano. No wonder,
then, that as Macon’s reputation as a great town for traveling shows
rippled out into the theatrical world that the call for a truly grand-sized
building was made.

The formal dedication of the new Grand Opera House took place on
February 1, 1905, and after numerous celebratory speeches the curtain
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rose on the play “Glittering
Gloria.” And with that, The
Grand Opera House settled
in to a justly deserved
reputation as one of
the finest playhouses in
America, hosting the leading
performers of the day,
including the great beauty
Lillian Russell, Maude Adams
(Broadway’s original Peter
Pan), Harry Houdini (who cut
nine doors into the Grand’s
stage for his illusions, one of
which has been preserved),
Russian ballerina Anna
Pavlova, folk humorist Will
Rogers, and George Burns &
Gracie Allen. The schedule
was full for traveling
theatre tours like “Abie’s
Irish Rose,” “The Student
Prince,” and “George White’s
Scandals” (the early 20th
century equivalent of touring
Broadway shows today), as
well as countless Vaudeville
troupes and Minstrel shows.1

of an amusement park at the end of the trolley line on Vineville Avenue, in
1905; the Theatorium, which was the first dedicated moving-picture house,
in 1906; Horne’s Opera House on Cotton Avenue in 1910; and then a cascade
of long-gone names: the Pastime, the Palace, the Bijou, the Lyric, the Savoy,
the Gaiety, the Princess, the Criterion, the Rialto, and the Ritz. The last
downtown theatre, the Bibb, opened in 1938. Of all these, the only survivors
would be the 1916 Capitol (now the Hargray Capitol), and the 1921 Douglass
Theatre, which would figure large in The Grand’s future.
Not a lot of fuss was made about the Theatorium at the time it opened.
Moving pictures were considered a fad and something that the public
would quickly tire of, but as the movies went from one-reelers to two,
and from devices for thrilling illusions (“That train is coming straight at
me!”) to structured plots with appealing actors and actresses, the movies
eroded the foundations of live entertainment. After all, movies traveled in
a box and didn’t need room and board, only required one technician, and
could run all day and night without getting tired. And they were within
the financial reach of all but the very poorest of the poor; after all, who
couldn’t get a couple of nickels together for a show?
At the end of 1935 The Grand Opera House finally succumbed and stepped down
its patrician profile to become the more plebian Grand Theatre. Not that it
eliminated the live-event profile that had been its reason for being — the shows
still came, but over the years they became an ever-smaller part of the schedule
as the public grew an insatiable appetite for seeing the world through a silver
screen. After all, how could a static chariot race done on a treadmill compete
with the blood-and-sand spectacle of huge studio-lot productions?
The final determining factor was the onset of the Great Depression, which
even as it wiped out wealth and fortune from one end of the globe to
the other also wiped out interest in the considerable financial risk of live
shows for touring. They just stopped. Producers couldn’t afford to build
them, and presenters couldn’t afford to buy them. But the dream factories
in Hollywood could keep cranking out product, and did. And movies were
the thing that kept the Grand Theatre alive.

But the cultural life of the
town didn’t stop growing
with The Grand, and other
theatres came (and went)
in Macon, including Crump’s
Park Theatre, which was part
Sanborn insurance maps from 1889 (top) and 1908
(middle) prove that the Academy of Music and Grand
Opera House were two very different buildings, as
demonstrated by the overlay shown at bottom.

1 Two of the biggest stars of the Minstrel circuit were actually Macon natives. One, Banks Winter, wrote the song “White Wings Never Grow
Weary,” which earned him a half-million dollars in royalties. The other, Dan Holt, was known nationally as “Georgia’s Cotton Blossom,” was
later in charge of the Georgia exhibit at the 1934 Chicago World’s Fair, and closed out his career as manager of the Macon Auditorium.
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Amidst all the years of popcorn and soda, the
Grand Theatre had one evening that returned
it to the glory of the old days, which was
the world premiere screening of the World
War II epic, “God Is My Co-Pilot.” Thanks to
the movie’s subject, Robert L. Scott, being
a native son and, after the war, a returned
resident of Macon, the film debuted at The
Grand on the evening of February 21, 1945.
Huge searchlights flooded the night sky
outside the theatre along Mulberry Street
and the auditorium was packed with family,
friends, and Macon boosters bursting with
pride at having Hollywood come to their door.
But in the end, it was a bit of a last great
hurrah for the venerable old hall, as it
receded back to its day-to-day grind as
a movie house. Worse for downtowns,
the returning vets and a new peacetime
prosperity resulted in a construction boom
that moved the white population to the
suburbs and, in short order, their spending
money to suburban shopping centers. Hot
on the heels of this migration, the new
technology of the television — written
off with just as much contempt as the
Nickelodeon one-reelers of forty years before
— quickly ate away at the audience for bigscreen movies. Smaller, sleeker, and more
space-age movie theatres popped up in the
’burbs. The grand old movie palaces in the
deteriorating city centers struggled to survive.

Some controversy exists on whether the premiere was February 21, 1945, or March 15, 1945. Or both. IMCB.com lists the March
date, but local collateral exists that proves the February date instead. And one friend of the theatre says that possibly both
dates took place as “premieres,” with one for an invited audience and the other for a more general-public one.

By 1966 it appeared to be all over for The Grand. The crumbling old building
faced demolition shortly after the last screening of “The Sound Of Music”
in 1965. The auditorium was considered unsafe for occupancy and beyond
reclamation. The two parcels just north of the Grand, running up the hill
towards Spring Street, had already been leveled for parking lots that could

serve the growing courts system, and The Grand seemed a logical target for
creating one more. After all, so many other cities were doing exactly that with
their old theatres, and in this new age of everyone having an automobile,
more parking lots were seen as essential to survival for any commercial
downtown. What good was this dinosaur of a bygone age, anyway?
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Great expectations: 1969, and from the Grand stage, Val Sheridan
points out the work to be done for saving The Grand Opera House
to architect Ellamae Ellis League and Fred B. Cheuvront of
Procter & Gamble.
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As fascinating as the 130+ year history of The Grand Opera House has been,
it would be nothing without the three-year period from 1967 to 1970.

Sheridan did most importantly was break down the numbers, and prove to
the skeptics that The Grand could absolutely be saved for a fraction of the
million-dollars-plus that the “experts” had stated as a bare minimum, and
then drive the composition of an organizational structure that could use
that story as its rallying cry.

Nationally, the idea that cavernous old theatres might be worth saving
hadn’t been born yet. Theatres took up a lot of room, real estate
squandered for who-knew-what anymore. Some were creatively adapted
into shopping arcades, churches, even apartment housing. One enterprising
car dealer converted one into a mega-showroom. But many were simply
seen as beyond saving, even in the Twin Meccas for grand old theatres:
Manhattan and Los Angeles. Priceless rococo palaces went under the
bulldozer from Long Island to Long Beach, and what followed in their wake
may have been more practical, but was never anywhere as interesting.

Many decades later, the Macon Arts Council would evolve into the present
Macon Arts Alliance, but in its embryonic form it was purely about making
the saving of The Grand into Macon society’s cause célèbre. With Val
Sheridan as its ombudsman, the Arts Council set about reversing the
considerable inertia that had surrounded the moldering old building,
whose long litany of problems seemed simply too overwhelming: Repairing
the roof, restoring the air conditioning and heating, replacing the rotten
seating, rebuilding the decorative plaster, upgrading the ancient electrical
and plumbing. And that was just the basic list. But it was all doable. Long
before there was a term for it, Val Sheridan and the Macon Arts Council got
their arms around a proof of concept.

Macon was one of the very first cities to say no to this madness, and a
good three to five years ahead of everyone else. Somewhere along the
line, The Grand became the property of Bibb County — local government
had thus recognized its value as part of Macon’s cultural fabric. But when
the news hit the papers in 1966 that a parking lot was to become The
Grand’s fate, a small but mighty band of citizens came together with a
single, common conviction: We can’t let this happen. And they got to work
right away. On Sunday, April 9, 1967, they convened at the home of Mr. Val
Sheridan and formed the Macon Arts Council, which would be the master
entity and driving force for saving The Grand.

It was slow, grinding work, but month after month brought incremental
progress. In November 1967, they got their first important break, in the
form of an editorial in The Macon Telegraph with the title “Arts Council
Brightens Grand Theatre’s Future:”
The Arts Council’s approach differs from the usual civic outcry against
loss of some place of historic or cultural importance. The Council is
willing to do more than simply complain. While understandably the
Council hopes the county will preserve and improve the property it
already owns, the organization will raise money if needs be to help
save the Grand Theater from destruction. The Grand Theater is worth
saving. That much has been clearly established. With the Macon Arts
Council working with our county government, the prospects are now
bright that the Grand Theater will be saved.

Val Sheridan. Amidst a cluster of stellar members of the community
intent on rescuing the old theatre, including Betty and English Solomon,
Neva Fickling, Peter Solomon, Cubbedge Snow, Ellamae Ellis League,
Jordan Jelks, Gene Dunwody, Susan Dunwody, and a dozen others, that
one name consistently embodies the passion and commitment of them
all, a fireball of seemingly endless energy, time, and dedication. Over the
next three years, Val Sheridan was everywhere: Selling The Grand’s revival
story to civic groups and County Commissioners, dogging newspaper
columnists with copy for a great story, cold-calling theatre professionals
and specialists for their (free) input and advice, conducting more tours of
the dusty old Grand than anyone would care to remember. But what Val

And with that endorsement, the project steadily accelerated over the
next eighteen months to a speed well above cruising. In March 1969,
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Val Sheridan set the proper tone at an open-house for the press and
key stakeholders while scaffolding was being constructed inside the
audience chamber (Mr. Sheridan was nothing if not an expert showman).
An announcement was made from The Grand’s stage that the Macon
Arts Council would be launching a $200,000 capital campaign that upon
completion would have The Grand back in shape in six months. Six months!
By June, the target was upped to
$300,000, with December 31 as a
campaign deadline. Ellamae Ellis
League would wear twin hats for
the next year, as both Arts Council
executive committee member and
architect for The Grand’s restoration.

“The Grand Topper,” a benefit extravaganza with a massive auction that
was the culmination of a series of smaller fundraisers, swelling steadily
like a drumroll towards this decisive, goal-crossing event.
It started with a coordinated event in 60 homes all across town on Friday,
September 26, 1969. “Light Up The Grand” was the ultimate simultaneous-

Sure, there was a bit of hyperbole
and grandstanding involved — Val
Sheridan’s repeated claim that The
Grand featured the largest stage
in the United States would have
come to a surprise to a number of
theatres, including Atlanta’s Fox —
but it could be excused as part of
the enthusiasm the Arts Council
wished to invest in the community
for the campaign, once it got rolling.
And roll it did, as later that year
even high school clubs got in on the
action, bringing handfuls of dollars
and pocket change to add to the
growing total. And rockers too —
$63.50 was raised for the renovation
at a July 14 Central City Park jam
session event (where The Allman
Brothers Band was the support act
for soul singer Arthur Conley).
But the pièce de résistance of the
entire campaign was the run-up and
execution of what became known as

1969: Val Sheridan leads his cadre of passionate volunteers in declaring “The Grand Topper” as the fundraiser that would put the
reclamation effort over the top and get the rehabilitation of the old theatre started. Note the unpainted bricks in the two north
storefronts where windows had been, as well as the missing sconce lights by The Grand’s archway.
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party event, with 86 hostesses and 1,091 participants, and each dinner
party had its own unique theme: A “Get Fit” physical fitness soiree, a
“Dressed To Kill” safari amidst a roomful of exotic hunting trophies,
a red carpet dinner club complete with (underage) cigarette girl, and
a costume event for the medical community where attendees were
invited to dress as their “favorite disease.” The event netted $5,356,
well above the goal of $5,000 (and remember, $5,000 in 1969 would buy
two and a half Volkswagen beetles).
The “Baby Grand” event was a late addition to the schedule, on
November 8, and came about because of an overflow of support
through donated items that no longer could be accepted for the
Grand Topper. The event went on until two in the morning and raised
$11,000 for items from movie cameras and original paintings to fire
extinguishers, car batteries, and wigs.
Finally, “The Grand Topper” event itself took place, on November 14, in a
black-tie soiree at the Coliseum that went on until four in the morning.
It far exceeded being “the event of the season” with about a thousand
attendees, and top hats were de rigeur. Mountains of food and cases
of drink primed the Toppers for an all-night auction with hundreds of
items including European and Florida resort vacations, diamond and
gold jewelry, a 1970 Ford Maverick sports car, a Tennessee walking
horse, a 900-pound Hereford steer, and a railroad handcar. But the most
outstanding item of all was a new three-bedroom home in the Wood
Valley subdivision of Macon, which was entirely donated: the land,
the design, all the materials from bricks and lumber to plumbing and
roofing, all the labor, and even the risk insurance for its construction.1
Four organizations combined efforts for the event: The Macon Arts
Council, the Macon Civic Club, the Macon Junior Women’s Club, and
the Junior League of Macon, Inc. The funding goal was $100,000, and

1 In yet another example of how small a world our town can be, the “Grand Topper”
house’s second owners were Gregg Allman and Cher, during their brief marriage and
a time when they tried domesticity in Macon. After his death, several locals remarked
in a news story that both Gregg and Cher were simply friendly, down-home neighbors
who would play with them as kids, and one particularly memorable story of running
into Cher grocery shopping at the Piggly Wiggly.

Signs of the times: Two of the 1969 “Grand Topper” events that might give us pause today:
A hippie party complete with makeshift bong, and a child with a tray full of cigarettes.
But raise money (and friends) for the rescue of The Grand Opera House they certainly did.
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“The Grand Topper” blew right past that, at about $120,000 — and that was
without the benefit of the Wood Valley house auction, which was decided
would follow on later. The Macon News trumpeted the event’s success
even before it happened:
Macon has responded as a unified community many times in the
past to meet the needs of business and industrial expansion, better
housing, better schools, improved traffic conditions — all the needs of
a busy, growing city. But never before in our history have our citizens
responded so warmly and enthusiastically to fill the culture gap.
It has been an unbelievable response from every corner of Macon.
There has been none of the foolishness so often heard in such
endeavors. None of the questions: “What’s it going to mean to our
neighborhood? How will our section of town benefit from it? Why spend
all this time and effort on an old, broken down building?” Macon knew
the answers, they saw the need, and they got down to work.

After all the smoke had cleared and dust had settled, The Macon Telegraph
had this to say:
Seldom if ever in Macon’s history has so much money been raised for a
worthy cause by so many people having such a good time in the effort.
A lion’s share of the credit must go to Val Sheridan …. Mr. Sheridan’s
well-known enthusiasm and exceptional ability to come up with daring
but workable ideas helped inspire hundreds of individuals to join in the
campaign to restore the historic Grand Theater.
Maconites and Middle Georgians who use the Grand for live
entertainment and cultural activities in the decades ahead should be
grateful to the public-spirited citizens who have assured the restoration
and preservation of the glorious Grand.

And then, just as it had taken so much time and effort to get it going,
the renovation was suddenly over. Val Sheridan was pretty much on the
money: It didn’t take that long to get the old building back into shape.
The rechristened Grand Opera House reopened with the Atlanta Symphony
Orchestra performing, under the direction of Robert Shaw, on Monday,
April 6, 1970.

Unusual donation items for auction at “The Grand Topper” event included the latest fashions
in evening wear, as well as a 900-pound Hereford steer (shown here by Sam Nunn, Jr.). The
sale of both contributed to a final amount for the night of over $110,000 (in 1969 dollars).
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The selection of the
Atlanta Symphony
was more than just an
impressive gala opening
event. While Macon was
finding its grit to save and
restore The Grand, Shaw
was transforming the
Atlanta Symphony from a
provincial orchestra into
an international classicalmusic powerhouse. Having
the latter performing in
the former was a quiet
but firm declaration that
both Macon and The
Grand Opera House had
arrived. Again.
The Grand was awash
in fresh white and gold
splendor, every surface
new or made new once
more. Live-reporting
television crews on
platforms and huge
swooping searchlights
flooding the night sky
greeted the opening
night concertgoers as
the standing-room-only
crowd surged into the
restored building. Police
on horseback and liveried
doormen stayed on point,
as a blur of tuxedos
and floor-length gowns
with furs arrived in luxury
cars (even a Rolls Royce).

Monday, April 6, 1970: A throng of Macon locals come to Mulberry Street to watch the arrival of local and national dignitaries
arrive for opening night — an opening night that only three years before would have seemed unimaginable to all but a very small
handful of visionary community leaders.
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Scenes from Opening Night 1970 (clockwise from top left): Actress and Macon native Eugenia Rawls arrives to both perform and attend; the beautifully-restored Grand entrance; Ann and Ken Hall become
some of the first Grand patrons (notice the outer lobby chandeliers); and the Grand inner lobby abuzz with formally-dressed first-night attendees drinking in all the new cream-and-gold splendor.
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Macon-born Broadway actress Eugenia
Rawls, who would perform later in
the evening, arrived wearing a stole
and jewelry given to her by Tallulah
Bankhead.
Finally, the house dimmed and Robert
Shaw prepared the orchestra for the
first work to perform in the new old
hall: Beethoven’s “Consecration of the
House.” It was the kind of crowning
moment that everyone present wished
could hang suspended in mid-air
forever, and was gone all too soon.
So was the entire evening, but the
ripple effect of the opening night drew
accolades from newspapers throughout
the South for weeks after.
Thus, The Grand Opera House was —
again — up and running, with a full
schedule of touring theatrical shows,
some ballet, some classical music, and
a lot of local-flavor productions. The
Macon Civic Club started its long run
of benefit shows every February. High
school orchestras and dance academies
made their Grand performance the
highlight of their year. And a longhaired
rock band breaking out of Middle
Georgia into the national spotlight
chose The Grand for a concert to help
out the Macon Jaycees: The Allman
Brothers Band played for free and
helped raise $2,500 to help the mentally
challenged. Love was in the air.
With so much suddenly going right,
what could possibly go wrong?

Apparently, not everyone was duly impressed with the significance of the evening: The lighting board operator would rather
read a book just off stage than listen to the Atlanta Symphony Orchestra perform.
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The Grand was once again up and running … but running where, and with
whom as its pilot, and was there enough fuel in the tank to get there?

And money was a problem.
Ticket revenue may have
been paying for the
shows and the staff, but
the care and upkeep of
the building, especially
a building with as much
traffic as The Grand, was a
constant need. The Grand
Opera House was revived
with high expectations for
elegance, but that elegance
was expensive to maintain.
The Macon Arts Council in
April 1972 had to ask the
Bibb County Commissioners
for an injection of $12,000
to balance its proposed
1972-73 budget. Equally
challenging, the Macon
Arts Council was carrying
$240,000 of renovation
debt to Bibb County that
had to be addressed, which
eventually required the Bibb
County Commissioners to
step in and resolve with a
complex six-figure financial
arrangement in 1974.1 Thus,

Like many venues before and especially since, something of a vacuum
happened after The Grand Opera House roared back to life. The place
was clean and beautiful, and the calendar seemed full. Ticket sales were
sometimes brisk and sometimes not; many of the higher-culture events
struggled to find a reliable audience once the novelty of having such
things come to The Grand wore off.
In the entertainment industry, it’s called Sophomore Syndrome. The
honeymoon year just completed was one in which a new venue can do no
wrong, or if it does, it’s finding its way along and things will eventually
even out. Won’t they?
So many things were going right, but underneath the surface something
was amiss. The Grand hired Tom Porter, its first director, in March 1970,
but he only lasted about a year. Then Randell Widner from Macon Little
Theatre came on as director, and four months later committed suicide on
The Grand’s premises (see the sidebar on “Phantoms Of The Opera House”).
E. Gordon Huff followed, and with his arrival The Grand seemed to finally
get its legs under itself.
By then it was almost 1972, and already popular tastes were changing.
Ticket buyers might want to attend a high-culture event every once in a
while, but as a steady diet? A local theatre historian at the time might
have flashed back to the opening night of the Academy of Music nearly a
century before: Women and children at the posh new theatre, and the men
across town at the leg show.

Local hero and guitar god Duane Allman. The rise of
rock and roll as a viable art form for performing arts
centers challenged the leadership of The Grand.

1 From the June 12, 1974, Macon Telegraph: “In a surprise move, the commissioners agreed to assume control of the Grand Building operations instead of the city taking over as the Arts
Council originally proposed … Under the agreement, the commissioners will lease the county-owned facility to the Middle Georgia Coliseum Authority which will borrow $140,000 to pay
toward the council’s $240,000 debt. The commissioners will then sublease the facility from the authority for about $1,200 per month … which will come from revenues produced at the
Grand Building …. The Porter Foundation agreed to pay $100,000 of the Arts Council’s debt providing it was matched with a similar amount from other sources … Tuesday’s commission
action assures receipt of the foundation grant.”
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more and more the precarious future of the venue came down to ticket
sales, and ticket sales led back to tastes.

rock groups be banned from using The Grand Opera House. The Grand was
public property, and it was as a protector of the public interest that Huff
demanded action. “To allow a relatively small segment of our population to
destroy the beauty of The Grand Opera House for the many thousands who
now enjoy it would be a tragedy,” he declared in a written statement.

It was probably inevitable that there would eventually come a clash
between what the older, perhaps more worldly members of the community
wanted for The Grand, and what the younger half — the ones with
disposable income for rock shows and beer — expected. San Franciscan Bill
Graham had proved with his already legendary Fillmores East and West
that rock and roll could look and sound just fine in a beautiful old theatre.
A venue the size of The Grand Opera House could be a tremendous place
to launch up-and-coming rock acts, too big for the bar scene but not quite
ready for the festival circuit. And by 1972, rock bands were mushrooming,
as the pioneering work of Elvis, The Beatles, The Rolling Stones, and the
Motown/Stax artists permutated into seemingly hundreds of variations
that all needed a live performance outlet. Certainly Macon’s own Phil and
Alan Walden were contributing greatly to that with Capricorn Records and
a growing stable of Southern Rock acts circling around Middle Georgia.

At least one County Commissioner soundly disagreed. “We support The
Grand Opera House with tax money,” said Commissioner Tommy Olmstead,
“and it should be open to any responsible group.”
Thus, a line became drawn in the sand, which was bad enough. But then
Phil Walden, “stunned, shocked, and outraged,” decided to enter the
fray. “It’s my opinion that all of the people who are concerned about the
cultural aspects of this city should unite and demand that Gordon Huff be
removed as manager of The Grand Opera House,” he wrote in a letter to
the editor of The Macon Telegraph. “It is despicable that he has decided he
will determine what the people of this county will enjoy at this facility.” 2
And furthermore, Walden was going to order that all of his label’s artists
suspend providing free performances for local benefits.

That clash arrived with a bang in 1977, when Capricorn’s newest national
act, Sea Level featuring Allmans veteran Chuck Leavell, asked for a date
for a benefit concert at The Grand. Capricorn acts had been very good at
giving back to Macon, and The Grand had been a big part of that — The
Allman Brothers Band had even done a live concert taping for ABC’s “Don
Kirschner’s Rock Concert” in September 1973, giving the band, the town,
and The Grand huge national exposure. The problem was that Gordon Huff
was far from convinced that rock and roll could in any way befit a hall of
the caliber of The Grand. And The Grand was dedicated to performances
that were “cultural and educational.” Could rock and roll honestly be
described as either?

And so the clash became a firestorm, blowing up higher and higher over
the next handful of weeks. Who was going to get to claim the future for
The Grand? As with firestorms of every size, soon this one grew beyond
the court of public opinion into colorful allegations and finger-pointing
that resulted in a rash of unintended consequences. Huff declared that
just one of the rock fans’ cigarettes could have quickly burned down the
opera house, which led to a surprise inspection of The Grand that revealed
cans of gasoline near wood shavings in a county shop area, and for good
measure another surprise inspection of the Coliseum, which unveiled all
sorts of operational and financial improprieties. Scandal and uproar ruled
the headlines. All because some kids who had too much beer threw up on
The Grand’s carpet.

As Sea Level was asking for consideration to use The Grand, an unidentified
rock show in May 1977 drew a “young, uninhibited audience” that smuggled
in beer, smoked cigarettes (and other things) in the audience chamber, and
even threw up on The Grand’s elegant carpet. Gordon Huff took his case
straight to the Bibb County Commissioners and asked for an ordinance that

Ultimately, it came down to the County to make all parties equally
unhappy. Huff would not lose his job, but neither would he get to deny

2 Interestingly, this Saturday Telegraph and News story from May 21, 1977, was two columns over from an article titled “Dickie Betts Enters Plea to Battery,” in which the
Allmans guitarist admitted that he kicked a police officer in the chest during an arrest for disorderly conduct.
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rock shows from using The Grand. Rock didn’t get a complete pass either,
as Huff could deny them on first look and then they could appeal to the
County. And everybody better behave.

arts community for decades afterwards, and still goes on to some extent.
One thing is for sure, however: Audiences of any kind cause wear and tear
on a building, and that building needs funds to repair that wear and tear.
Through the 1970s and 1980s, into the 1990s, there was a growing divide
between The Grand’s ability to serve the public and having the funds
available to serve them well.

d

d

Phantoms of the Opera House

c
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Macon and The Grand weren’t the only ones going through this growing
pain at this time, and it’s one that dragged on through the performing

8

They say that every theatre has a ghost story. Some
places simply draw more of that ectoplasmic energy than
others. In the case of The Grand Opera House, we don’t
have one ghost. We have two.

The first is simply known as The Lady In White, who
dates back from the early days of the twentieth century.
The Lady was a frequent performer at The Grand in her
time, and the story goes that she literally died onstage
during a show. Over the years, she’s been seen less and
less, but when she appears she is an apparition all in
white, seen just above the stage left wing of the theatre,
which is where her dressing room was when both sides of
the stage featured a two-tiered stack of dressing spaces.
She doesn’t talk, nor does she provoke mischief. Maybe
she’s just waiting for her cue, forever suspended in time.
The second ghost’s story is more recent and, sadly,
much more Southern Gothic. He was The Grand’s
second manager after the 1970 renovation. Randell
Widner had been on the job all of four months when
something in his life took a terrible, irrevocable turn.
What that precipitating event was has been lost, but it
moved Randell to close out his workweek on the evening
of Thursday, September 9, 1971, by taking a gun and

a bottle of pills into the upper reaches of The Grand’s
stage, in an area known as the Thunder Room (named
as such because in earliest Grand times a stagehand
would roll a giant ball across its wooden floor to
simulate thunder as another hand flashed the lights as
lightning for a storm effect). The gun didn’t do Randell
in but the pills eventually did, and he died in the very hot
and humid Thunder Room that night … and then wasn’t
discovered for an entire week. And a week in an attic in
the Deep South in September is no way to treat a body.
So it shouldn’t come as a surprise that Randell haunts
the Grand on a regular basis. Before the 2017 remodel,
there was a specific seat on the house left outside aisle
that Randell sat in to eat his lunch every day that was
known to go up and down of its own accord. Now,
lights and power switches can mysteriously turn on
and off. But the most memorable instance of Randell
making his presence known happened during a load-in
for the Broadway show “Annie” during a visit here in
the 1990s, when the day wasn’t going well between
the cocky traveling company and the local stagehands,
and a fully-loaded pipe carrying hundreds of pounds of
stage drapery — something that when ready to move
would take two very strong stagehands to hoist into
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the air — all on its own
slowly started to rise. It’s
said that the traveling
company wasn’t so
cocky after that, and
some of the performers
wouldn’t stay in the hall
unaccompanied. Randell
wanted to let people
know who was boss of
the home turf, and his
message was clear:
Respect the hall.
Randell’s not quite so
mischievous now, nor does
he visit as much as he used
to, but there are still plenty
of mornings when the staff
comes to work to find their
offices aren’t quite the
way they left them the
night before. It’s just
his little way of saying
“I’m still here.”

Mercer University President Dr. R. Kirby Godsey and legendary performer Ray Charles exchange pleasantries in the wings backstage before a performance by Charles and his
orchestra in the mid-1980s. Longtime Grand manager Bill Preissner, who successfully weathered many a storm with the venue, is to the left.
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Enter The Bear
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Nothing ages faster than a theatre, and in The Grand’s case it wasn’t just
the public amenities that were under constant pressure. By 1984, the list of
backstage deficiencies was keeping some of the better acts from coming
to the venue, and those that were using it were experiencing the strain
that both staff and systems were under.

designer could actually see what was being lighted, instead of guessing
from the side of the stage. That same year, dressing rooms, a laundry
room, and a Green Room with catering space were added in the basement
directly under the stage — a basic set of amenities that the theatre had
long gone without. And The Grand’s offices, which had been located just
inside the Mulberry Street entrance, were moved offsite in 1989 to make
room for a new, formal bar area called the Encore Room — at long last,
a dedicated space for serving refreshments to patrons, done up in full
Victorian splendor.

The problems started from the fact that, as successful as the 1969 effort
was to revive the old hall, there wasn’t sufficient latitude to consider
building an emergency fund or even an asset management plan to replace
equipment and fixtures as they naturally wore out. As The Grand’s financial
ability for risk on its own programming steadily diminished, it had to rely
almost entirely on being a rental house, and one with a reputation for
being “an elegant museum,” as a January 1985 news release stated.

In June 1988, long-running Grand director Bill Preissner called together a
news conference to announce that its two-year drive had indeed resulted
in a Grand endowment, and with a recent large gift from the Macon Civic
Club it was finally halfway to its million-dollar goal. (That endowment now
resides within the funds managed by the Community Foundation of Central
Georgia, and is gladly accepting contributions.)

It was in that January that push came to shove, after an Atlanta consulting
firm had been brought in to assess The Grand’s situation and recommended
a broad rethink of everything about it. The Macon Arts Council had grown
from being solely about reviving The Grand into a collective of peers from
all the arts groups of Macon, so it was no longer necessarily the correct
entity to be driving The Grand’s operations. The Grand needed its own
independent status. The tiny staff needed to be expanded from two to
five, to better tackle an increase in presenting activity, which would be
the result of moving the annual operating budget up from a scant $72,000
to $190,000. And $500,000 was established as a Centennial Campaign fund
drive goal, retroactively tying the launch to the building’s (or at least the
Academy of Music’s) 100th birthday a few months before.

Still, the problems carefully detailed in 1984 continued to dog The Grand
nearly ten years later. It couldn’t go forward and couldn’t afford to go
backward, and even running in place was proving impossible. By this point,
The Grand Opera House had been through five capital and renovation
campaigns in fifteen years as well as a sizeable endowment drive, and it’s
not unreasonable to think the generous citizens of Macon were suffering
from donors’ fatigue. How much longer could this go on?
Dr. R. Kirby Godsey was named Mercer University’s 17th president midway
through 1979, or about the same time that The Grand’s growing pains
were first evidencing themselves. As an extremely pro-arts leader in the
community, Dr. Godsey very quickly became involved with The Grand as a
Macon Arts Council board member, and at close range witnessed its many
contortions over fifteen years, and what might have been a final crossroads
for The Grand’s current operation in 1994.

It’s unclear what happened next, but the grand (and Grand) plans largely
fell by the wayside. The Arts Council continued to run the facility for
another ten years and the staff stayed the same size, struggling to stay
current with the workload, let alone find time and means for improvements.
Incremental progress did occur, as one small campaign effort after another
brought much-needed upgrades to The Grand. A technical booth was added
in 1986 at the front of the long-closed second balcony, so that the lighting

That crossroads may have intersected with a once-in-a-lifetime
opportunity. Mercer University was considering the addition of a
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performing arts center on its expanding campus, but after
several productive conversations between the principals, a
win-win agreement was worked out between Mercer and Bibb
County that would result in Mercer’s investing a significant
amount into the old downtown theatre and assuming
management of it while avoiding the much more expensive
option of ground-up construction of a smaller arts facility on its
campus. Bibb County would gain that important investment into
its publicly-owned building at a time when that investment was
crucial to The Grand’s competitive survival and available public
resources struggled to meet that need. And the Macon Arts
Council, after many long years of service, could finally retire
from operating a theatre and concentrate on its evolved role as
facilitator for all the arts in Macon.

Two legends of jazz that stopped
by The Grand during the early
days of Mercer’s management of
the venue include Cab Calloway
(left), and — in an unmistakably
1980s warm-up suit during a
daytime rehearsal — Tony Bennett
(below). With Mercer University
investing in The Grand Opera
House and guiding its operation,
live programming took a huge
step forward in the 1980s and
’90s, bringing world-class artists
once again to Macon’s greatest
entertainment venue.

So it was that in 1995, Mercer and Bibb County signed a 20-year
lease that would make the University responsible for managing
The Grand and its presenting profile, removing all operational
risk for the county. Dr. Godsey and Emily Parker Myers, senior
vice president at the University, recruited Mercer graduates
and veteran arts administrators Courtenay Wilson and Frank
Wood from Philadelphia to relaunch, manage, and market The
Grand. Karen Lambert was hired to administer the ticket office
and lead fundraising efforts, and only a few years later stepped
up to serve as The Grand’s longest-tenured Executive Director
before departing for a new role as President of the Cherry
Blossom Festival and, later still, President and CEO of the
Peyton Anderson Foundation.
With Mercer at the helm of The Grand Opera House, it steadily
found its groove and built a sustainable profile of bringing
outstanding live events to Macon. The new administrative
team developed GrandKids, which has become Middle Georgia’s
signature arts education series, featuring national touring
companies performing stage versions of children’s literary
classics as well as other curriculum-driven subjects. Thanks to
its large and deep stage, which is one of only four in Georgia
outside of Atlanta capable of handling complex technical
needs, the Broadway Series quickly became The Grand’s unique
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territory, bringing full-stage touring versions of contemporary
and classic American musicals to Macon and Middle Georgia
five to six times a year.
And in a town with music roots as deep as Macon’s, of course
The Grand’s concert profile became a crucial part of the mix.
From Tony Bennett and Ray Charles visiting in the mid-1980s
to sold-out houses for hometown heroes like Jason Aldean
and Gregg Allman in the 2010s, The Grand has served as
Middle Georgia’s most elegant hall for rock, pop, country, and
everything in between. Georgia natives Travis Tritt and John
Berry have stopped by more than once (by this writing John’s
annual Christmas show has been selling out for nearly twenty
years). Macon’s own Robert McDuffie is a regular, whether as
part of a formal evening with his Center for Strings students,
or just dropping by to lend a hand to the Macon Civic Club’s
February show. Jason Mraz, Postmodern Jukebox, and comedian
Brian Regan are three recent full houses that help show
the diversity of The Grand’s concert draw. And the concert
attractions will keep getting better, as the old hall gets an
important facelift once again.
Thanks to the support of the Commissioners of the joint
Macon-Bibb County government, the 2016 Special Purpose
Local Option Sales Tax (SPLOST) initiative included a $5 million
allocation for much-needed improvements to The Grand, at
long last providing sufficient funds for a highly impactful set
of physical enhancements. By the fall of 2018, The Grand Opera
House will feature a greatly expanded lobby with two full bars,
rest rooms that are modernized and double the size of their
predecessors, new theatre seating and historically-correct
carpet,1 and additions and corrections to the venue’s heating
and air conditioning system. A few years further on, Grand

1 The carpet is a duplicate of the venue’s original carpet, taken from a
sample that dates from the early 1920s found in the theatre’s second balcony,
which our carpet historian tells us is likely the first time the venue had carpet.
1904-era theatres often only had wood floors without adornment.

A few milestones early into the
21st Century: Karen Lambert,
The Grand’s longest-serving
Executive Director (second from
left), and her staff (including
tech stalwart Bob Mavity,
far right) celebrate the 125th
anniversary of the opening of
the Academy of Music in 2009,
in front of the lights of the new
marquee. Seven years later,
new Executive Director Gram
Slaton (right) and promoter Bob
Nocek (left) hang backstage with
rock star Jason Mraz after his
June 2016 solo acoustic show.
In between Karen and Gram
were EDs Betsy Fitzgerald and
Roseann Swiergosz.
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staff hopes to bring a portion of the second balcony back into service —
the first time it will be a bona fide seating area in over eighty years.

Mulberry Street-side basement area for classrooms and studios. Eventually
bringing part of the second balcony back into service will give The Grand
the overall seating capacity needed to bring in even bigger attractions at
ticket prices made more affordable by this additional seating inventory.
And as the fabulous story of The Grand radiates out into the broader
community, it will cement its claim as one of Macon’s oldest and most
cherished historical attractions — and one that has avoided becoming a
relic stuck in time, but instead continues to stretch and grow as part of a
vibrant, living community.

The Grand Opera House, from its earliest iteration as the Academy of Music,
has spent much of the past thirteen decades finding its way to consistently
fulfill the expectations for greatness that were thrust upon it. It’s a survival
story on a par with few others, with one of the greatest payoffs for its
town’s residents in American theatre history. The Grand has been the host
for the Macon Symphony Orchestra, The Nutcracker of Middle Georgia, the
annual Macon Civic Club benefit performances, and dozens of local dance
studio recitals, school awards ceremonies (especially The Telegraph’s
Golden Eagle Awards), and grassroots productions. Arguably more than
any other cultural institution in town, The Grand has penetrated deep into
the fabric of Macon life, and it is not unusual to find third and even fourth
generations of families coming to Grand events just as their parents,
grandparents, and great-grandparents did (and still do, with them).

Has it achieved, then, that promise that the Academy of Music founders
sensed in an undistinguished slope of land on the far side of northeast
downtown in Macon’s early days? Now that its history is out of the musty
basement and into the hands of friends like you, it becomes the present
generation’s responsibility to reaffirm. We are still a young country, and
it’s been less than a hundred years since we truly learned to value the
treasures of our past. A theatre is only as good as the life going on inside
it, but that life can make an entire community come alive, and the rest of
the world travel to come experience it.

Perhaps the best news of all is that, even well into its thirteenth
decade, The Grand has yet to fully realize its potential. The 2017 and 2018
improvement projects will allow The Grand to take advantage of all months
of the year, to have volume beyond its theatre chamber that can be used
for special events of all kinds, and to even possibly develop spaces in its

This is what our building tells us: It’s your Grand Opera House now.
Make some history of your own.
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Bonus: How the Grand Begat the Douglass

8

The 1905 Grand Opera House had a seating capacity of over 2,400, and about a
thousand of those were located in what became known over time as “The Peanut
Gallery,” in the second balcony that most Grand patrons don’t even realize exists.
It’s hiding there in plain sight; come to the lip of the stage at orchestra level and
look up. In 1986, part of this area was repurposed as a technical booth for light
and sound operators, but otherwise it’s entirely unchanged from how it was on
opening night eleven decades ago.
“The Peanut Gallery” is a polite term for what this area actually was: A Jim Crow
balcony. During the nearly hundred years between the end of the Civil War and
the first waves of the Civil Rights era, Jim Crow laws ruled much of the nation and
particularly the Deep South, keeping African-American citizens apart from their
white neighbors through the slanted logic of “separate but equal.” In fact, Jim
Crow balconies across the nation (including the North) were purposely designed
so that the white patrons at the orchestra and first-balcony levels would not be
able to, or have to, see their black kinsmen in the upper level.
The Grand’s Jim Crow balcony was one of the biggest in the nation, by both
volume and body count. Benches served as seating without distinction (that is, no
reserved seats; first-come, first-served). And because they were benches, human
traffic could keep being sold tickets until not another body could be wedged into
place. The lighting was dim; the tilt of the balcony steep to the point of precarious;
the steps short and dangerous. Because it was the highest part of the theatre, it
was the hardest in which to circulate air, let alone cool it. The view of the stage
wasn’t bad, particularly in the first few rows, but towards the back of the house
you could feel like you were in a neighboring county. And “separate but equal”
also most likely meant a separate box office, and entrance via an exterior fire
escape that exposed black patrons to whatever weather was going on outside the
building and sixty feet in the air.
Charles Douglass was one of Macon’s first African-American entrepreneurs.
The son of former slaves, his journey took him from a one-room home his father
built to being a director of a savings and loan, constructing the city’s only hotel
for blacks, the Colonial Hotel, and right next door to that, the approximately 300seat Douglass Theatre, which opened in 1921. In fact, once Mr. Douglass got the
theatre bug, he became one of the most enterprising leaders of the TOBA (Theatre
Operators Booking Agency) circuit.

The Grand
certainly helped
speed him on
his path. Mrs.
Douglass loved
going to the
theatre, but the
substandard
second balcony
of The Grand
kept her from
seeing as
many shows
as she would
have liked. So
Mr. Douglass
built her a
theatre — and
not just for her,
but for all the
Macon AfricanAmerican community. Thus started a black exodus from the upper heights of the
voluminous Grand to the jewel box beauty just three blocks (and a modern world)
away. In the 1920s and 1930s, the Douglass featured Ma Rainey, Bessie Smith, Cab
Calloway, and Duke Ellington. In the late 1950s and early 1960s, it was the finishing
school for some of the greatest names in rock, rhythm and blues, and soul: Little
Richard, James Brown, and Otis Redding.
Maybe Mr. Douglass would have brought his theatre into being anyway, but an
argument could be made that, had The Grand’s second balcony provided a bit
more care and concern for its black patrons, the history that took place at the
Douglass might have taken place at The Grand. We can only dream about what
might have been.
One thing is indisputable, though: The Grand’s loss was Macon’s gain, and
the Douglass certainly rocked the cradle of some of the greatest American
music ever made.
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Show memorabilia from four different decades of The Grand’s history: Ben-Hur, circa 1906; Little Jesse James, a typical traveling musical revue of the 1920s; the great
Hank Williams in 1952; and Broadway stage legend Joan Fontaine in a traveling theatrical production in 1970, during the first year of The Grand’s new lease on life.

Two views of the theatre chamber from long ago. Left, the original decoration in the W.R. Gunn interior resonated the growing influence of Moorish design motifs,
as opera houses began to slowly morph into the dream palaces of the 1920s. Only a few decades later, the movies had overtaken live productions as the bread and
butter of The Grand, as witness the retrofitted film projection booth at the back of the first balcony.
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In one of numerous check-collection photos of the era, Val Sheridan and
legendary Macon beauty Neva Fickling accept a gift from Cubbedge Snow, Jr.

Very near the end of the 1969-1970 revival of The Grand’s audience chamber, the
box seats are outshone only by the gold of the statuary and box scroll work.

Sometime probably in the 1990s, veteran manager Bill Preissner asks the same
question Grand staff asks today. Season-ticket buyers remain the lifeblood of
The Grand as they are for all theatres. Have you renewed?

The 125th anniversary of a theatre operating at 651 Mulberry Street in 2009
also captured Mercer Chancellor Dr. R. Kirby Godsey (fifth from left), as well as
President William D. Underwood (second from left).

Annie and Sammy Dame on The Grand’s opening night, April 6, 1970.

Annie and Sammy Dame during a rare off-duty night, November 2017.

This commemorative booklet was made possible in large part through the generosity of Annie and Sammy Dame. Since before The
Grand Opera House was revived in 1970, Annie and Sammy have steadfastly supported this keystone cultural institution, as well as many
others in the Macon and Middle Georgia region. They continue their service to us as volunteer ushers for most of our performances,
and chances are good that you have been warmly greeted by them many more times than once as you have visited us.
Thanks again for making us a part of your lives, Annie and Sammy!

The Grand Opera House is a performing arts center of Mercer University.
Privately built in 1904, it became the property of Bibb County in the mid-20th Century
and is now owned by the joint Macon-Bibb County government.
It has been leased since 1995 to Mercer University.
All are welcome.
651Mulberry Street
Macon GA 31201
www.thegrandmacon.com

